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Hunted and betrayed, Jack Conway and the renegade crew of the Covert Carrier Churchill are

racing the forces of a rogue Admiral to find the lost homeworld of the Stygians, an ancient alien race

wiped out in a war of genocide uncounted centuries ago. The trail leads to a struggling outpost on

the edge of known space, Sinaloa Colony, a world facing a threat to its very existence from

marauding raiders in the service of their mutual enemies. As battles rage in the depths of space and

through the alleys of Sinaloa, can Jack and his crew find the secret they seek, or will the traitorous

cabal they face beat them to the prize?Interceptor is the second book in the 'Strike Commander'

series.
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I have read 2 of these books now; both were good but the first was a lot easier to follow than the

second. At the very end of the book there was too much going on; people fighting in a spaceship, a

space station and an asteroid, with good guys and bad guys on all of them. Add to this various

space shuttles and fighter planes defending and trying to rescue different prisoners and of course

time limits or else everyone could have been blown to bits. This made for a lot of action, but it was



almost too much. Also the female in charge of the alien artifacts was pretty stupid at times .

Another typical work by Richard Tongue. By typical I mean lots of action and multiple points of view

by a large cast of characters. A quick read that sees the crew in and out of trouble multiple times

while the mysterious alien back story continues to play out. I docked the review 1 star for the

multiple typos scattered throughout the book. I find them distracting and they pull me out of the

story. If that sort of thing doesn't bother you, then it's rating can tick up a bit more.

If you like an interesting read, good Characters with solid backgrounds, read this Author! It's nice to

read a series of novels where the good come out on top, well most of the time. Enjoy!
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